Lumen® Network Storage
Pricing Guide

Lumen Network Storage delivers agile storage and
consumption of data at the source of the digital
interaction, enabling you to acquire, analyze, and act upon
data to drive innovation.
Lumen Network Storage leverages an agile pricing model
designed to offer advantages over other storage venues.
Learn how Lumen Network Storage can optimize the costeffectiveness of your data.

Pay-as-you-go billing model
• Pay only for what you use with a monthly charge based on
the service tier and amount of data stored
Predictability and control over your data and costs

No egress fees
• Lumen does not charge egress fees, which can
significantly increase the total cost
• Don’t pay twice for your data

Decouple cost from performance
• Lumen has separated the costs for amount of data stored
and performance demanded by applications
• Many workloads are not consistently busy – most
experience spikes in demand for short periods of time.
This results in putting a more costly infrastructure in place
to accommodate the busiest times, and at other times
sitting idle
• Lumen Network Storage is charged on a base rate per GB,
and measures the actual performance demand on an
hourly basis. This extra performance is only charged when
your applications need it

Optimize cold storage costs
• Store data that is accessed less frequently from expensive
public clouds to a more cost-effective setting – Lumen
Network Storage
• Optimize costs by utilizing available storage venues based
on requirements and pricing

Why Lumen?
Lumen operates one of the most highly peered global
IP networks, delivering deep metro-area access and
connectivity to over 2,200 public and private data
centers. We deliver a network experience that is built
to be easy to set up, simple to purchase and fast to
install – all supported on a secure, stable technology
platform designed to connect digital business.
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